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Genesis
These three short prophetic books of the Old Testament each contain a dual
message. On one hand are messages of impending judgment—for all peoples on
the Day of the Lord, for an enemy of Israel, and for Israel herself. On the other
hand are messages of great hope—of the pouring out of God’s Spirit, of restoration
and renewal, and of a coming Messiah. Placing judgment and hope together in
such a manner may seem paradoxical to a contemporary mindset. But the
complete message of these prophets gives a fuller picture of God—who despises
and rightly judges sin and rebellion, but who also lovingly invites people to return
to him so that he might bestow his wonderful grace and blessings. It is a message
no less timely today than when these books were first written, and David W. Baker
skillfully bridges the centuries in helping believers today understand and apply it.
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from our world to the world of
the Bible. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make the
return journey on our own. They focus on the original meaning of the passage but
don’t discuss its contemporary application. The information they offer is
valuable—but the job is only half done! The NIV Application Commentary Series
helps bring both halves of the interpretive task together. This unique, awardwinning series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into our
postmodern context. It explains not only what the Bible meant but also how it
speaks powerfully today.

Niv Application Commentary
Now complete, this thoroughly revised edition of The Expositor's Bible Commentary
includes the work of fifty-six contributors, thirty of whom are new. The original
work has earned its reputation with students, professors, and pastors the world
over. Building upon the foundation of its predecessor, this collection provides the
most current scholarship and resources. This pack includes the 5 volumes covering
the New Testament.
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Expositor's Bible Commentary---Revised: 5-Volume New
Testament Set
The NIV Application Commentary, Old Testament Set One: Genesis-Job, 12-Volume
Collection is a value for readers. This series helps readers with the vital task of
bringing the ancient message of the Bible into a contemporary context. It gives
preachers and teachers the tools, ideas, and insights they need to communicate
God's Word today.

Judges and Ruth
The NIV Application Commentary, New Testament Set: Matthew - Revelation,
20-Volume Collection is a value for readers. This series helps readers with the vital
task of bringing the ancient message of the Bible into a contemporary context. It
gives preachers and teachers the tools, ideas, and insights they need to
communicate God's Word today.

NIVAC Bundle 2: Historical Books
Perhaps more clearly than any other part of the biblical canon, the Psalms are
human words directed to God. Yet, through the Holy Spirit, these honest,
sometimes brutal words return to us as the Word of God. Their agonies and
exaltations reflect more than the human condition in which they were created.
Within the context of the canonical Psalter, they become the source of divine
guidance, challenge, confrontation, and comfort. However, it is possible to
misapply them. How can we use the Psalms in a way that faithfully connects God’s
meaning in them and his intentions for them with our circumstances today?
Drawing on over twenty years of study in the book of Psalms, Dr. Gerald H. Wilson
reveals the links between the Bible and our present times. While he considers each
psalm in itself, Wilson goes much further, examining whole groups of psalms and,
ultimately, the entire Psalter, its purpose, and its use from the days of Hebrew
temple worship onward through church history. In so doing, Wilson opens our eyes
to ageless truths for our twenty-first-century lives. Most Bible commentaries take
us on a one-way trip from our world to the world of the Bible. But they leave us
there, assuming that we can somehow make the return journey on our own. They
focus on the original meaning of the passage but don’t discuss its contemporary
application. The information they offer is valuable—but the job is only half done!
The NIV Application Commentary Series helps bring both halves of the interpretive
task together. This unique, award-winning series shows readers how to bring an
ancient message into our postmodern context. It explains not only what the Bible
meant but also how it speaks powerfully today.

Ancient Israelite Literature in Its Cultural Context
The New Interpreter's Bible Commentary offers critically sound biblical
interpretations. Guided by scholars, pastors and laity representing diverse
traditions and academic experience, this collection of commentary meets the
needs of preachers, teachers, and all students of the Bible. Easy-To-Use Format A
detailed, critical commentary providing an exegetical "close-reading" of the biblical
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text Reflections that present a detailed exposition of issues raised in the biblical
text Introductions to each book that cover essential historical, sociocultural,
literary, and theological issues An ecumenical roster of contributors
Comprehensive, concise articles Numerous visual aids (illustrations, maps, charts,
timelines) enhance use

The New Interpreter's Bible Commentary
Expositor's Bible Commentary---Revised: 8-Volume Old
Testament Set
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the twentieth century to
the first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make
the return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning
of the passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information
they offer is valuable--but the job is only half done! The NIV Application
Commentary Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new
and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into modern
context. It explains not only what the Bible means but also how it can speak
powerfully today.

Hebrews
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the twentieth century to
the first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make
the return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning
of the passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information
they offer is valuable -- but the job is only half done! The NIV Application
Commentary Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new
and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into modern
context. It explains not only what the Bible means but also how it can speak
powerfully today.

Zondervan Illustrated Bible Backgrounds Commentary Set
Presents practical, concise insight on every verse in the New Testament, with
suggestions for applying the Bible to everyday life.

Daniel
A new commentary for today’s world, The Story of God Bible Commentary explains
and illuminates each passage of Scripture in light of the Bible’s grand story. The
first commentary series to do so, SGBC offers a clear and compelling exposition of
biblical texts, guiding readers in how to creatively and faithfully live out the Bible in
their own contexts. Its story-centric approach is ideal for pastors, students, Sunday
school teachers, and all who want to understand the Bible in today’s world. SGBC is
organized into three easy-to-use sections, designed to help readers live out God’s
story: Listen to the Story; Explain the Story; and Live the Story. Praise for SGBC:
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“The easy-to-use format and practical guidance brings God’s grand story to
modern-day life so anyone can understand how it applies today.”—Andy Stanley
“Opens up the biblical story in ways that move us to act.”—Darrell L. Bock “It
makes the text sing and helps us hear the story afresh.”—John Ortberg “This
commentary breaks new ground.”—Craig L. Blomberg

Judges, Ruth
Psalms, Volume 2, which is part of the NIV Application Commentary Series, helps
readers learn how the message of the Psalms can have the same powerful impact
today that it did when they were first written. The majority of Bible commentaries
take readers on a one-way trip to the world of the Bible. But they leave them there,
assuming that they can somehow make the return journey on their own. They
focus on the original meaning of the passage but don't discuss its contemporary
application - the job is only half done! The NIV Application Commentary Series
helps bring both halves of the interpretive task together. This unique, awardwinning series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into our
postmodern context. It explains not only what the Bible meant but also how it
speaks powerfully today.

The Niv Application Commentary
Many today find the Old Testament a closed book. The cultural issues seem
insurmountable and we are easily baffled by that which seems obscure.
Furthermore, without knowledge of the ancient culture we can easily impose our
own culture on the text, potentially distorting it. This series invites you to enter the
Old Testament with a company of guides, experts that will give new insights into
these cherished writings. Features include • Over 2000 photographs, drawings,
maps, diagrams and charts provide a visual feast that breathes fresh life into the
text. • Passage-by-passage commentary presents archaeological findings,
historical explanations, geographic insights, notes on manners and customs, and
more. • Analysis into the literature of the ancient Near East will open your eyes to
new depths of understanding both familiar and unfamiliar passages. • Written by
an international team of 30 specialists, all top scholars in background studies.

Luke
Scratch beneath the surface of today’s culture and you’ll find we’re not so different
from ancient Israel. True, our sophistication, mobility, and technology eclipse
anything the Israelites could have imagined. Our worship is far different, to say
nothing of our language and customs. Yet if the prophets Hosea, Amos, and Micah
were to visit us today, we might be shocked to see how little their messages would
differ from the ones they delivered 2,800 years ago. For human hearts are still the
same--and so is God. Injustice, oppression, and political corruption anger him as
much as ever. Apostasy still grieves him. His judgment of sin remains as fierce as
his love is strong. And the hope God extends to those who turn toward him is as
brilliant now as at any time in history. Revealing the links between Israel eight
centuries B.C. and our own times, Gary V. Smith shows how the prophetic writings
of Hosea, Amos, and Micah speak to us today with relevance and conviction.
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The NIV Application Commentary, Old Testament Set Two:
Psalms-Malachi, 12-Volume Collection
The NIV Application Commentary, New Testament Set:
Matthew - Revelation, 20-Volume Collection
The title character of the book of Job suffers terribly, but we should not mistakenly
think that this book is just about Job. It is about all of us, and ultimately about God.
Many have thought that the book simply restates the perennial questions that
plague humankind in a world full of suffering. But often our questions are too
limited, and we must learn to ask better questions so that we might find more
significant answers. The book of Job answers our original questions obliquely,
letting these answers prompt deeper questions, and leading us to discover the
wealth that the book has to offer. Most people assume that the book of Job deals
with the question of why righteous people suffer. Instead, John Walton suggests
that the book is about the nature of righteousness, not the nature of suffering. As
we learn to deepen our questions, God will transform how we think about his work
in the world and about our responses in times of suffering.

Hosea, Amos, Micah
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the twentieth century to
the first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make
the return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning
of the passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information
they offer is valuable--but the job is only half done! The NIV Application
Commentary Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new
and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into modern
context. It explains not only what the Bible means but also how it can speak
powerfully today.

Colossians, Philemon
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from our world to the world of
the Bible. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make the
return journey one our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning of
the passage but don't discuss its contemporary applications. The information they
offer is valuable -- but the job is only half done! The NIV Application Commentary
Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new and unique
series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into modern context. It
explains not only what the Bible meant but also how it can speak powerfully today.

The Niv Application Commentary
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the twentieth century to
the first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make
the return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning
of the passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information
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they offer is valuable -- but the job is only half done! The NIV Application
Commentary Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new
and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into modern
context. It explains not only what the Bible means but also how it can speak
powerfully today.

Acts
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the twentieth century to
the first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make
the return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning
of the passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information
they offer is valuable--but the job is only half done! The NIV Application
Commentary Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new
and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into modern
context. It explains not only what the Bible means but also how it can speak
powerfully today.

Romans
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from our world to the world of
the Bible. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make the
return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning of
the passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information they
offer is valuable--but the job is only half done! The NIV Application Commentary
Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new and unique
series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into a modern context. It
explains not only what the Bible means but also how it can speak powerfully today.

2 Peter, Jude
As one of the most prominent themes in Scripture, the covenant is crucial to all
Christian theological systems, from dispensationalism to covenant theology to
theonomy to liberation theology. One would think that by now all controversies
have been exhausted, but an issue of this magnitude can never finally be laid to
rest. Because disagreements persist, there is room for yet another attempt to
study the covenant and improve our understanding of it. This book proposes that
the path toward an evangelical consensus is not to be found in building another
modified systematic theology, but in a biblical theology approach. Grounded in this
approach, John Walton's perspective is that while the covenant is characteristically
redemptive, formulated along the lines of ancient treaties, and ultimately soteric, it
is essentially revelatory. This view in turn has implications regarding the continuity
or discontinuity of the covenant phases, the conditionality of the covenant, and our
understanding of the people of God. And this ultimately affects the way the Old
Testament is preached and taught. Walton's thesis is an important contribution to
the discussion of the covenant and the attempts to find common ground among
evangelicals of diverse theological traditions.

Psalms
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Charts provide visual organization that is ideal for teaching, learning, and review.
Facts, connections, parallels, and contrasts can be grasped easily at a glance. This
revised edition of Chronological and Background Charts of the Old Testament
includes 42 new charts and 18 revised charts. The charts cover historical, literary,
archaeological, and theological aspects of the Old Testament, its background, and
biblical studies. Among the 100 charts are: - Genealogies . . . - Comparative
Ancient Near-Eastern Chronology - Parallels between Law and Wisdom The Kings of
Judah and Israel . . . - Treaty Format and Biblical Covenants - Dynasties of the
Northern Kingdom . . . - Principles for Word Studies - Messages of the Pre-Exilic
Minor Prophets . . . - Angel of the Lord in the Old Testament

The NIV Application Commentary, Old Testament Set One:
Genesis-Job, 12-Volume Collection
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the twentieth century to
the first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make
the return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning
of the passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information
they offer is valuable -- but the job is only half done! The NIV Application
Commentary Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new
and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into modern
context. It explains not only what the Bible means but also how it can speak
powerfully today.

Life Application New Testament Commentary
This book surveys within the various literary genres (cosmologies, personal
archives and epics, hymns, and prayers) parallels between the Bible and Ancient
Near Eastern literature.

The Letters of John
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the twentieth century to
the first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make
the return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning
of the passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information
they offer is valuable -- but the job is only half done! The NIV Application
Commentary Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new
and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into modern
context. It explains not only what the Bible means but also how it can speak
powerfully today.

Exodus
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the twentieth century to
the first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make
the return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning
of the passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information
they offer is valuable -- but the job is only half done! The NIV Application
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Commentary Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new
and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into modern
context. It explains not only what the Bible means but also how it can speak
powerfully today. The NIV Application Commentary series helps with both halves of
Bible study. It builds a bridge from the past to the world we live in -- explaining not
only what the Bible meant, but also how it can speak powerfully today.

Job
The NIV Application Commentary, Old Testament Set Two: Psalms-Malachi,
12-Volume Collection is a value for readers. This series helps readers with the vital
task of bringing the ancient message of the Bible into a contemporary context. It
gives preachers and teachers the tools, ideas, and insights they need to
communicate God's Word today.

NIVAC Bundle 3: Wisdom Books
Packed with colorful photographs, maps, artwork, diagrams, and charts, this
informative commentary provides an eye-opening look at the culture, geography,
and circumstances in which the New Testament was written. Its straightforward
passage-by-passage format is accessible to pastors and laypeople alike, and the upto-date survey of archaeological discoveries will fascinate believers.

1 and 2 Timothy, Titus
Joel, Obadiah, Malachi
The NIV Application Commentary helps you communicate and apply biblical text
effectively in today's context The books of Judges and Ruth have relevance for our
lives today. Judges, because it reveals a God who employs very human deliverers
but refuses to gloss over their sins and their consequences. And Ruth, because it
demonstrates the far-reaching impact of a righteous character. K. Lawson Younger
Jr. shares literary perspectives on the books of Judges and Ruth that reveal ageless
truths for our contemporary lives. To bring the ancient messages of the Bible into
today's context, each passage is treated in three sections: Original Meaning.
Concise exegesis to help readers understand the original meaning of the biblical
text in its historical, literary, and cultural context. Bridging Contexts. A bridge
between the world of the Bible and the world of today, built by discerning what is
timeless in the timely pages of the Bible. Contemporary Significance. This section
identifies comparable situations to those faced in the Bible and explores relevant
application of the biblical messages. The author alerts the readers of problems
they may encounter when seeking to apply the passage and helps them think
through the issues involved. This unique, award-winning commentary is the ideal
resource for today's preachers, teachers, and serious students of the Bible, giving
them the tools, ideas, and insights, they need to communicate God's Word with the
same powerful impact it had when it was first written.

Covenant
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The NIV Application Commentary helps you communicate and apply biblical text
effectively in today's context. To bring the ancient messages of the Bible into
today's world, each passage is treated in three sections: Original Meaning. Concise
exegesis to help readers understand the original meaning of the biblical text in its
historical, literary, and cultural context. Bridging Contexts. A bridge between the
world of the Bible and the world of today, built by discerning what is timeless in the
timely pages of the Bible. Contemporary Significance. This section identifies
comparable situations to those faced in the Bible and explores relevant application
of the biblical messages. The author alerts the readers of problems they may
encounter when seeking to apply the passage and helps them think through the
issues involved. This unique, award-winning commentary is the ideal resource for
today's preachers, teachers, and serious students of the Bible, giving them the
tools, ideas, and insights they need to communicate God's Word with the same
powerful impact it had when it was first written.

Psalms
Now complete, this thoroughly revised edition of The Expositor's Bible Commentary
includes the work of fifty-six contributors, thirty of whom are new. The original
work has earned its reputation with students, professors, and pastors the world
over. Building upon the foundation of its predecessor, this collection provides the
most current scholarship and resources. This pack includes the 8 volumes covering
the Old Testament.

The NIV Application Commentary
The apostles Peter and Jude wouldn’t have made good postmodernists. They insist
that there is such a thing as absolute, non-negotiable truth, as well as error and
deception. They speak of false doctrines and those who teach them as if they
actually believe that eternity hangs in the balance and that God, far from
shrugging his shoulders like a good relativist, takes the matters of truth and
spiritual authority very seriously. Today the fiery, unapologetic language of 2 Peter
and Jude can open our eyes to stark spiritual realities. Like few other apostolic
writings, these two letters shake us awake to the vital necessity of embracing the
true gospel and transmitting it undistorted. The message is as countercultural as
possible, and profoundly timely.

NIVAC Bundle 1: Pentateuch
Many today find the Old Testament a closed book. The cultural issues seem
insurmountable and we are easily baffled by that which seems obscure.
Furthermore, without knowledge of the ancient culture we can easily impose our
own culture on the text, potentially distorting it. This series invites you to enter the
Old Testament with a company of guides, experts that will give new insights into
these cherished writings. Features include • Over 2000 photographs, drawings,
maps, diagrams and charts provide a visual feast that breathes fresh life into the
text. • Passage-by-passage commentary presents archaeological findings,
historical explanations, geographic insights, notes on manners and customs, and
more. • Analysis into the literature of the ancient Near East will open your eyes to
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new depths of understanding both familiar and unfamiliar passages. • Written by
an international team of 30 specialists, all top scholars in background studies.

1 Peter
Leviticus and Numbers
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the twentieth century to
the first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make
the return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning
of the passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information
they offer is valuable -- but the job is only half done! The NIV Application
Commentary Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new
and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into a modern
context. It explains not only what the Bible meant but also how it can speak
powerfully today.

1 Peter
This NIVAC Bundle includes the four wisdom books found in the NIV Application
Commentary series.

Daniel
This NIVAC Bundle includes the six historical books found in the NIV Application
Commentary series.

Chronological and Background Charts of the Old Testament
Judges/Ruth, which is part of the NIV Application Commentary Series, helps readers
learn how the messages of Judges and Ruth can have the same powerful impact
today that they did when they were first written.
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